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Abstract: The Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) schema was designed as a comprehensive data
schema to cover information of all phases of a building project and all disciplines of the AEC industry. But
due to its limited coverage of details in certain subdomains, the IFC schema needs to be extended for
many information processing tasks such as information extraction for automated regulatory compliance
checking. Previous IFC extension efforts typically extended IFC in an ad-hoc and subjective manner. A
more objective, standardized, and application-independent method for extending IFC is, thus, needed. To
address this gap, a new method for extending the IFC schema objectively and semi-automatically is
proposed. The proposed method utilizes a semantic relation-based concept matching algorithm to find
concepts – from domain documents – to incorporate into the current IFC schema class hierarchy. It
utilizes the hypernymy, hyponymy, and synonymy semantic relations. This paper focuses on presenting
the proposed semantic relation-based concept matching algorithm: the ZESeM (Zhang and El-Gohary
Semantic Matching) algorithm. The ZESeM algorithm was tested on processing concepts from Chapter
12 of the International Building Code 2006. Different semantic similarity computation methods were tested
in combination with the proposed ZESeM algorithm. The ZESeM algorithm was evaluated based on
adoption rate, which is the number of concepts found by the ZESeM algorithm that are adopted divided
by the total number of concepts found by the ZESeM algorithm. An adoption rate of 85.8% was achieved.
The proposed semantic relation-based concept matching algorithm offers a more efficient concept
matching method for semi-automatically extending the IFC schema.
1

INTRODUCTION

Building projects must comply with various regulations, such as the International Building Code (IBC), the
Americans with Disabilities Act, the federal Fair Housing Act, and the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration regulations. Due to the large amount of requirements that are covered by these
regulations, the manual process of compliance checking is costly, time-consuming, and error-prone
(Zhang and El-Gohary 2013). In comparison to manual compliance checking, automated compliance
checking (ACC) is expected to reduce the time, cost, and errors of the compliance checking process
(Zhong et al. 2012, Eastman et al. 2009). To conduct ACC, building information need to be represented in
a computer-processable format.
The IFC schema is the most popular building information modeling (BIM) data schema and is becoming
the official ISO standard. It was designed as a comprehensive data schema that covers information of all
phases of a building and all disciplines of the architectural, engineering, and construction (AEC) industry
to support a variety of tasks during a building life cycle including ACC. However, the IFC still lacks
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necessary information (i.e., key concepts and relations) that is needed to perform ACC. Different ways to
extend the IFC were proposed and/or utilized in previous ACC efforts, such as creating new project
parameters (Nguyen and Kim 2011, Sinha et al. 2013), developing new Information Delivery Manuals
(IDM) and Model View Definitions (MVDs) (Nawari 2011), and adding new data items (Kasim et al. 2013).
Despite the importance of these efforts, previous extension methods mostly extended the IFC in an adhoc and subjective manner (i.e., relying on subjective judgements and case-specific developments), and
their resulting extended models usually still suffer from missing essential ACC-related information
(Niemeijer et al. 2009, Martins and Monteiro 2013). A more generalized and objective method (i.e., relying
on rigorous techniques/algorithms for objective judgments that are consistent across different cases) for
extending the IFC is, thus, needed.
To address this gap, the authors developed a new method for extending the IFC schema objectively and
semi-automatically. The proposed method utilizes semantic natural language processing (NLP)
techniques to extract concepts from construction regulatory documents (e.g., building codes) and insert
the extracted concepts into the IFC concept hierarchy. NLP aims to enable computers to understand and
process natural language text in a human-like manner (Liddy 2001). One key challenge that is faced
when developing an IFC extension method is how to relate concepts with no shared terms (e.g.,
“outdoors” and “outside horizontal clear space”). To address this challenge, in the framework of the
proposed IFC extension method, the authors developed a new semantic relation-based concept matching
algorithm: the ZESeM (Zhang and El-Gohary Semantic Matching) algorithm. This algorithm aims to match
concepts based on their semantic relations. This paper presents the proposed IFC extension method,
with a focus on presenting the proposed ZESeM algorithm and the results of testing the algorithm on
processing concepts from Chapter 12 of IBC 2006.
2
2.1

BACKGROUND
Natural Language Processing

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a subdomain of artificial intelligence that aims to enable
computers to understand and process natural language text and speech in a human-like manner
(Cherpas 1992). NLP has a wide range of applications, such as text classification (Zhou and El-Gohary
2014), information retrieval (Khhokale and Atique 2014), information extraction (Zhang and El-Gohary
2013), text understanding (Karthikeyan and Karthikeyani 2013), and machine translation (Zhao et al.
2014). The analysis used in NLP is categorized into the following levels: (1) morphology, which is the
analysis of meaningful components of the words; (2) syntax, which is the analysis of the structural
relationship between words; (3) semantics, which is the analysis of meanings of words; (4) pragmatics,
which is the analysis of how language is used to accomplish goals; and (5) discourse, which is the
analysis on joining of linguistic units larger than utterance and words (Kumar 2011). NLP analysis in each
subsequent level is more difficult than its previous level; and the results of the analysis in each
subsequent level is more useful than its previous level. State-of-the-Art NLP techniques performed well at
the first two levels and is developing fast at the semantic level.
2.2

Semantic Similarity

Semantic Similarity (SS) is the conceptual/meaning distance between two entities such as concepts,
words, or documents (Slimani 2013). Semantic similarity plays an important role in information and
knowledge processing tasks such as information retrieval (Rodrı´guez and Egenhofer 2003), text
clustering (Song et al. 2014), and ontology alignment (Jiang et al. 2014). The measurement of semantic
similarity between two entities typically requires established relations (directly or indirectly) between the
two entities in an underlying structured knowledge model. Taxonomy and ontology are two types of such
knowledge models. A variety of SS computation methods are based on the use of these models.
There are two main types of information that are utilized by SS computation methods: (1) shortest path,
and (2) least common consumer. Shortest path is the length of the shortest path (counting nodes or
edges) between two entities in a structured knowledge model. Least common consumer is the lowest
common superconcept of two entities in a structured knowledge model.
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Examples of SS computation methods using shortest path information are Shortest Path Similarity and
Leacock-Chodorow Similarity (Table 1). Shortest Path Similarity relies solely on the shortest path
information to calculate the SS score between two entities. Leacock-Chodorow Similarity, on the other
hand, utilizes the maximum depth of the structured knowledge model in addition to the shortest path
information to calculate the SS score between two entities.
Examples of SS computation methods utilizing least common consumer information are Resnik Similarity,
Jiang-Conrath Similarity, and Lin Similarity. Resnik Similarity utilizes only the information content of the
least common consumer of two entities to calculate the SS score between the two entities. Jiang-Conrath
Similarity utilizes the information content of the two entities themselves, in addition to the information
content of their least common consumer, to calculate the SS score between the two entities. Lin Similarity
takes one step further to use the ratio of the information content of the least common consumer of the two
entities to the sum of the information contents of the two entities to calculate the SS score between the
two entities (Resnik 1995).
SS provides a measure for semantic-level language analysis, which can be used for many applications
that require concept matching. For example, for geographic information service matching, Wang et al.
(2013) identified the use of SS as a key enabler of matching, and combined two types of SS measures to
enhance the matching efficiency for geographic information services. For ontology alignment, Jiang et al
(2014) showed the importance of SS measurement by improving the performance over existing ontology
alignment methods through the utilization of a new SS measure. For ontology mapping, Pan et al. (2008)
achieved a maximum precision of 80% on ontology mapping using relatedness analysis. Their analysis
utilized term-based matching and term co-occurrence statistics. Thus, their method is limited by the
corpus used to calculate co-occurrences and may miss concepts that match through general semantic
relations because it is difficult for any corpus to capture all semantic relations.
Table 1: Different semantic similarity computation methods and their main information for computation

2.3

Existing Semantic Similarity
Computation Method

Main Information for Computation

Shortest Path Similarity

shortest path between two entities

Jiang-Conrath Similarity

information content of the two entities themselves, and the
information content of their least common consumer

Leacock-Chodorow Similarity

shortest path between two entities, and the maximum depth of
the structured model

Resnik Similarity

information content of the least common consumer of two
entities

Lin Similarity

ratio of the information content of the least common consumer
of two entities to the sum of the information contents of the two
entities

WordNet

WordNet is a lexical database of English developed by Princeton University. In WordNet, nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs are grouped into synsets (sets of cognitive synonyms). Each of the nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs category is organized into a subnet. Four types of semantic and lexical relations
are used to link the synsets to one another: synonymy, hyponymy (sub-super or is-a relation), meronymy
(part-whole relation), and antonymy (Fellbaum 2005). Synonymy is the semantic relation between
different concepts who share the same meaning. For example, “girder” and “beam” share the same
meaning of “a horizontal structural component for framework of buildings and other structures.”
Hypernymy is a semantic relation where one concept is the hypernym (i.e., superclass) of the other. For
example, “structural component” is a hypernym of “beam.” Hyponymy is the opposite of hypernymy,
where one concept is the hyponym (i.e., subclass) of the other. For example, “beam” is a hyponym of
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“structural component.” Meronymy is a semantic relation where one concept is “part of” another concept.
For example, “window sill” is a meronym of “window.”
Because of the abundant semantic information structurally represented in WordNet, WordNet could be
used as the knowledge model for computing SS scores. However, because the basic element in WordNet
is a word (or term) rather than concept, WordNet could only be used to compute term-level SS scores
using the above-mentioned SS computation methods. Thus, for the remainder of this paper, the abovementioned SS computation methods are called term-level SS computation methods.
3

PROPOSED METHOD

To extend the IFC schema objectively, the authors developed a four-step method (Figure 1). The method:
(1) extracts regulatory concepts from regulatory documents; (2) selects IFC concepts (i.e., concepts in the
existing IFC concept hierarchy) that are most relevant to each extracted regulatory concept; (3) classifies
the relationship between two concepts for each pair of extracted regulatory concept and selected IFC
concept; and (4) constructs the new concept hierarchy by extending the original IFC concept hierarchy
with the classified concept pairs. One thing to note in this four-step method is that once a regulatory
concept has been added into the IFC concept hierarchy, the regulatory concept becomes an IFC concept.
For the IFC concept selection, a new semantic relation-based concept matching algorithm was
developed: the ZESeM algorithm. The rest of the paper presents the ZESeM algorithm and its testing on
extending the IFC concept hierarchy with regulatory concepts from IBC.
Regulatory
Concept
Extraction

Input:
Regulatory
Documents

Output:
Extended
IFC Concept
Hierarchy

Concept
Hierarchy
Construction

Regulatory
Concepts
Relations
Between
Regulatory
and IFC
Concepts

IFC
Concept
Selection

Relationship
Classification

Regulatory
Concept
and IFC
Concept Pairs

Data

Process

Figure 1: Proposed method to extend the IFC schema objectively
The ZESeM algorithm has three main components (Figure 2): (1) a term-based matching mechanism for
finding IFC concepts that share term(s) with an extracted concept; (2) a semantic relation-based matching
mechanism for finding related IFC concepts to an extracted concept; and (3) a semantic similarity (SS)
scoring function for ranking related IFC concepts according to their relatedness to the extracted concept
measured by SS scores.
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3. 2k/(n(n+1)) is a term pair discount factor in which k is the ordinal number for the term Fk in IFC
concept F and n is the length of F measured in number of terms.
4. 1/(n) is the final discount factor which linearly discounts the summation using the length of the IFC
concept.
[1]

SS

RF

=

1 n
2k
∑
n k =1 n(n + 1)SSRmFk

The term pair discount factor 2k/n(n+1) is based on the heuristic that in a multi-term concept, the
contribution of each term’s carried meaning to the meaning of the whole concept decreases from right to
left. The final discount factor 1/(n) is based on the heuristic that the length of a concept name is related to
its level in a concept hierarchy. The shorter the length of a concept name, the more general the concept
is; and thus the higher its level in a concept hierarchy.
4

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The ZESeM algorithm was tested on processing extracted concepts from Chapter 12 of IBC 2006. IBC
was selected because of its prevailing adoption in the United States (adopted by 46 states). Chapter 12 of
IBC 2006 was then randomly selected. The longest span for each noun phrase in Chapter 12 of IBC 2006
was manually recognized and extracted as a concept. For example, concepts in the list L1 were
recognized and extracted from Sentence S1. In total, 368 concepts were extracted. WordNet (Fellbaum
2005) was used to define the semantic relations between terms. Five term-level SS computation methods
were tested in the ZESeM algorithm for comparison: Shortest Path Similarity, Leacock-Chodorow
Similarity, Resnik Similarity, Jiang-Conrath Similarity, and Lin Similarity (Resnik 1995). The term-based
matching and semantic relation-based matching mechanisms were evaluated separately. The evaluation
was conducted using the measure of adoption rate, which was defined as the number of found IFC
concepts that were adopted divided by the total number of found IFC concepts. The evaluation was
conducted using a gold standard.
•

S1: “The minimum net area of ventilation openings shall not be less than 1 square foot for each 150
square feet of crawl-space area.”

•

L1: [‘minimum_net_area’, ‘ventilation_openings’, ‘square_foot’, ‘square_feet’, ‘crawl-space_area’]

The ZESeM algorithm was implemented using Python programming language (v.2.7.3). The “re” (regular
expression) module in python was utilized to implement the matching mechanisms. The hypernymy,
hyponymy, and synonymy relations in WordNet were utilized through the NLTK (Natural Language
Toolkit) WordNet interface in python. The Porter Stemmer (Porter 1980) was utilized to implement
stemming.
5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results for term-based matching and semantic relation-based matching are summarized
in Table 2. The adoption rate for different term-level SS computation methods ranged from 80.7% to
87.1%. For term-based matching, the highest adoption rate exceeds the lowest adoption rate by 5.1%.
For semantic relation-based matching, the highest adoption rate exceeds the lowest adoption rate by
2.2%. Table 3 shows some randomly selected example concepts that were extracted and matched using
the different term-level semantic similarity computation methods, for term-based matching and semantic
relation-based matching. The matched IFC concepts that were not adopted are shown in italics.
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Table 2: Performances of different term-level semantic similarity computation methods on term-based
matching and semantic relation-based matching
Matching
Mechanism

Term-based

Semantic
relationbased

Overall
6

Existing Semantic Similarity
Algorithm

Number of IFC
Concepts Found

Number of IFC
Concepts Adopted

Adoption
Rate

Shortest Path Similarity

286

249

87.1%

Resnik Similarity

286

246

86.0%

Lin Similarity

286

246

86.0%

Jiang-Conrath Similarity

286

244

85.3%

Leacock-Chodorow
Similarity

286

237

82.9%

Shortest Path Similarity

114

94

82.5%

Resnik Similarity

114

93

81.6%

Lin Similarity

114

93

81.6%

Jiang-Conrath Similarity

114

92

80.7%

Leacock-Chodorow
Similarity

114

93

81.6%

Shortest Path Similarity

400

343

85.8%

DISCUSSION

Shortest Path Similarity achieved the best adoption rate for both matching mechanisms. Shortest Path
Similarity only utilizes the shortest path between two concepts in a concept hierarchy for SS score
computation, whereas Leacock-Chodorow Similarity utilizes both the shortest path between two concepts
and the maximum depth of concepts in the hierarchy and other term-level SS computation methods utilize
information content of the least common consumer (i.e., the lowest concept in the concept hierarchy that
is the superclass of the two concepts). The higher performance of Shortest Path Similarity over LeacockChodorow Similarity indicates that the additional information of concept depth did not help in concept
matching. The higher performance of Shortest Path Similarity over Jiang-Conrath Similarity, Resnik
Similarity, and Lin Similarity indicates the advantage of the shortest path over the information content of
the least common consumer in measuring semantic similarity for concept matching. Thus, based on the
comparative experimental results of different term-level SS computation methods, the Shortest Path
Similarity was selected as the term-level SS computation method in the ZESeM algorithm.
Both term-based matching and semantic relation-based matching achieved good performance of over
80% adoption rate. The examples in Table 3 show the effectiveness of the ZESeM algorithm. The
matches between “interior spaces” and “space” and between “square foot” and “feet” show the
effectiveness of term-based matching, including the use of stemming. The matches between “floor joists”
and “beam”, between “enclosed attics” and “additional story”, and between “cornice vents” and “openings”
show the effectiveness of semantic relation-based matching in leveraging the semantic relations between
terms to find concept matches that would have otherwise been missed (if only utilizing term-based
matching, without the use of semantic information, because those concept pairs do not share any terms).
The processing using term-based matching has larger variation in performance than that using semantic
relation-based matching (adoption rate relative difference of 5.1% compared to 2.2%) among the termlevel semantic similarity computation methods. Because term-based matching can easily find more
candidate IFC concepts to match than semantic relation-based matching, more candidate IFC concepts
lead to a higher probability of variability in performance. However, semantic relation-based matching finds
semantically related concepts that cannot be found using term-based matching. Thus the combination of
semantic relation-based matching and term-based matching finds more matched concepts than using
either one of them.
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Table 3: Examples of extracted concepts and matched IFC concepts using different term-level semantic
similarity computation methods
Extracted
Concept

Ventilators

Interior
spaces

Square
foot

Floor joists

Enclosed
attics

Cornice
vents

Matching
Mechanism

Term-based

Term-based

Term-based

Semantic
relationbased

Semantic
relationbased

Semantic
relationbased

Existing Semantic Similarity
Computation Method

Matched IFC Concept

Shortest Path Similarity

Cross ventilation

Jiang-Conrath Similarity

Ventilation

Leacock-Chodorow
Similarity

Ventilation

Resnik Similarity

Ventilating opening

Lin Similarity

Ventilating opening

Shortest Path Similarity

Space

Jiang-Conrath Similarity

Space

Leacock-Chodorow
Similarity

Space

Resnik Similarity

Space

Lin Similarity

Space

Shortest Path Similarity

Feet

Jiang-Conrath Similarity

Feet

Leacock-Chodorow
Similarity

Footing

Resnik Similarity

Feet

Lin Similarity

Feet

Shortest Path Similarity

Beam

Jiang-Conrath Similarity

Beam

Leacock-Chodorow
Similarity

Beam

Resnik Similarity

Beam

Lin Similarity

Beam

Shortest Path Similarity

Additional story

Jiang-Conrath Similarity

Additional story

Leacock-Chodorow
Similarity

Additional story

Resnik Similarity

Additional story

Lin Similarity

Additional story

Shortest Path Similarity

Openings

Jiang-Conrath Similarity

Openings

Leacock-Chodorow
Similarity

Openings

Resnik Similarity

Openings

Lin Similarity

Openings
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7

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

One limitation of this study is that only semantic relation-based matching on unigram (single terms) was
used for finding semantically related IFC concepts to an extracted concept. While the combinatorial
nature of term meanings [i.e., the meanings of single terms (e.g., “exterior” and “door”) in a concept name
are combined to form the overall meaning of the whole concept (e.g., “exterior door”)] renders this
unigram method effective, there may be cases where semantic relation-based matching on bigram (pairs
of terms) or multigram (groups of three or more terms) could be effective. As such, in future work, the
authors plan to extend the semantic relation-based matching mechanism to incorporate semantic
relations between bigram and multigram to test whether such bigram or mutligram considerations could
further improve the performance of concept matching.
8

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a new natural language processing (NLP)-based method for extending the IFC
schema objectively. As part of the proposed IFC extension method, a new semantic relation-based
concept matching algorithm, called ZESeM algorithm, was developed. The ZESeM algorithm utilizes both
term-based matching and sematic relation-based matching to find matching IFC concepts for extracted
regulatory concepts. A new function was proposed to compute concept-level semantic similarity (SS)
scores between concepts based on their term-level SS scores. The proposed algorithm was tested on
finding matching IFC concepts for extracted concepts from Chapter 12 of IBC 2006. The experimental
results verify the effectiveness of the proposed concept-level SS function and the proposed ZESeM
algorithm in concept matching. An 85.8% adoption rate was achieved. For term-level SS computation,
Shortest Path Similarity showed the best performance. One limitation of the proposed method is that only
unigram (single terms) semantic relation-based matching was used, while bigram or multigram semantic
relation-based matching may further improve the matching performance. In their future work, the authors
plan to extend the semantic relation-based matching mechanism to further test the effectiveness of
bigram and multigram semantic relation-based matching.
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